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Dear President Anastasiades,

From the Global Isles Court of Record, on behalf of our Plaintiff, in pursuit of justice and right 
for all people, which therefore includes all men and women living on the island called Cyprus, 
we send greeting!

Enclosed is our Open Letter to His Beatitude Archbishop of Nova Justiniana and all Cyprus
Chrysostomos II regarding the financial crisis in Cyprus.  It requires immediate personal 
attention by every member of the HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES who makes claim to 
represent the people.

Aristotle reminds us that changes of the Earth, slow in comparison to the duration our lives, 
are overlooked and that great catastrophes result in former common knowledge and custom 
to be forgotten.

The current financial crisis faced by the people of Cyprus, which comes in a long series of 
calamities that have flashed past the eye of history over the hundred years past, that it 
becomes nigh impossible to discern the Rule of Law, or even if there can be such, that has 
brought great tyranny to an end.  Yet this is what the thesis that follows proposes.  It is based 
on well researched material and years of contemplation.  Our advice is to ignore the “shouts 
of rulers of fools” and do right by the people of Cyprus.

Copies of relevant correspondence follow – additional Open Letters are on our web site.  We 
request that all members of Parliament of Cyprus get copies.  Thank you for your kind 
attention.

We close with some notes for the ‘representatives of the people’. Whilst republics and
independence have been the rage over the last few centuries, ‘independence’ is really found 
to be interdependence in a world where the produce on supermarket shelves comes from all 
over the world.  We would suggest that those who sincerely wish the best for their people, 
ally themselves with long standing Monarchies – the Vatican is such a Monarchy, as is the 
British Monarchy which has close ties to the people of Greek origin.  

The testament of history is that republics fail. The strong must protect the weak – using the
strength of their superior contemplation of the Rule of Law.  There is no other way.  Those who 
grabbed the visible and visceral force of Caesar have failed in every case – including the 
unfolding failure of the demonstrably powerless formal Caesar in Europe and America.  This is 
the case in all ‘countries’, all of which are bankrupt names in commerce, financed by 
fraudulent conversion that rests on the malicious deception of the common man.  
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History demonstrates that the old monarchies want nothing for the men and women of the 
land except freedom, including secular civil rights – and a return of liberty and freedom of 
conscience to the people. 

The enclosed letter to His Beatitude Archbishop of Nova Justiniana and all Cyprus Chrysostomos II is 
a soliton of law – by ‘commercial’ or ‘admiralty’ ‘law of the sea’ or by the law of the land that 
Jesus Christ settled into the Christian kingdoms of the former Roman Empire, the testament 
of which is in the Bible, particularly the Gospel of Saint Luke chapters nineteen and twenty – 
it cannot be overcome.  One if by land and One if by sea.  The soliton of law is testament to a bill 
in this Court of Record on behalf of all living men and women.  All those who have enabled 
fraudulent conversion and the identity State are the defendants. Christ threw the
money-changers out of the temple of public life and destroyed the Roman Caesar.  Caesar 
lives again – as a formal ghost, because we have forgotten the Constitution of the Vineyard of 
Our Lord.

The benefits of the Rule of Law may appear difficult to contemplate – no passports, no fake 
money, no borders, no terror, no war.  Honest markets, free trade, religious freedom, liberty!

We in this Court of Record and at the Global Settlement Foundation are ready to serve all men and 
women, without distinction of people and nations.

Yours sincerely,

Joseph Ray Sundarsson
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